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The current telecommunications network (telephones , telegramrnes , telex) will become 

much more complex because of the progress of remote information processing and will 

occupy a central position in the field of education, in legal and medical services , 

in business management , in industry , and even in day- to- day life . The establis~ment 
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of a "telecommunications conunon market" V<Till mean that it is possible to ensure 

true and fruitful competition between the various European producers of 

telecommunications equipment, and thus to reduce the prices and improve the 

quality of the services. However, such a ·Hidening of the public markets in this 

sector faces economic and technological difficulties, since existing netvmrks 

have been established in accordance with II'Tidely differing standards. 

Annex 1 is a short summary of a report dra1rrn up by the departments of the 

European Commission on the possibility of progressively creating a pla~~ed 

European telecommunications network. 

Role of European Trade Union Confederation 

Currently 36 million European trade unionists are represented at the European 

Community, in Brussels, by a single organization, the European Trade Union 

Confederation, v-rhich has this year completed the integration of the various 

trade union movements of the ~'urope of the lJine. 

Annex 2 gives a short account of the part played by the European trade unions 

in the construction of Europe. 

TV and the Consumer - Meeting of European Programme Producers 

About twenty producers of television programmes for consumers from all Community 

countries (except Ireland and Luxembourg) met in London from 30 September to 

2 October at the invitation of the European Commission's Division for Industrial 

Information and Consumers. In a preview of selections from their respective 

programmes they laid the basis for future exchanges of complete consumer programmes 

or sections of them. In addition, they decided to start producing programmes with 
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subjects of European interest based on jointly assembled documentation. Finally, 

they requested the Commission's information department to arrange such meetings 

at regular intervals so that the links of cooperation between the various 

consumer protection programmes of the television networks of the Community 

countries may grow closer. 

Urban Transport 

What with traffic congestion and poor public facilities the situation of urban 

transport throughout the Community is becoming more and more critical. This 

being so, it would appear appropriate to look into the question of whether 

Community action in gathering and diffusing information, and evaluating and 

selecting new techniques used in Member States might not be useful. 

The European Commission has therefore just decided to have a preliminary study 

put in hand on "the organization and prospects of urban transport in the 

Community" • 

Company Mergers - Protection of Horkers' Rights 

Between 1962 and 1970 the rmmber of industrial mergers in the six Member states 

of the original European Community rose from 173 to 612. Last June the European 

Commission proposed that the Council of Ministers adopt a directive to protect 

the acquired rights of v-:rorkers in cases of company mergers (see I&S No 24/74). 

It may be assumed that undertakings with an annual turnover of 1 000 million 

units of account (1 u.a. = about Us;l~ 1) play an important part in the process 

of concentration. In 1971 there \-rere 57 industrial undertakings 'tvi th a turnover 

of this size in the whole European Community. At that date each of these 

undertakings was employing more than 20 000 workers. These figures give an 

indication of the number of workers who might be affected by the Community 

directive if it is adopted by the Council of Ministers. 
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vJorld-wide Shortage of some Food Products 

The relative shortage of certain food products could continue for some time -

thus the conclusion of the European Commission after active participation in 

several studies carried out by various international bodies on the world food 

supply situation. Wheat stocks are the lowest for 20 years; the demand for 

nitrogenous fertilizers outstripped supplies duri~g the last farming year. 

The European Community covers about 90% of its own food requirements. Thanks 

to certain instruments that can be applied when shortages occur, the Common 

.Ac,ooricul tural Policy ensures the maintenance of a satisfactory equilibrium 

bet1.;reen prices and supplies on the internal Community market. 

Consumer Protection in the United Kingdom 

In the United Kingdom several events have occurred on the consumer front in the 

last few months: 

(1) The food subsidies mentioned in L&S No 16/74 have slowed down food price 

inflation slightly. However, retailers' groups have forced the Government to 

cut down from 44 to 15 the number of grocery products for which they have to 

observe a price ceiling. 

(2) f.'Iore than £20 million will be paid out in subsidies to prevent a large 

range of hard English and Continental cheeses rising in price by 5P a pound. 

There are also plans to extend price controls to certain items of clothing. 

(3) The Government has brought in regulations obliging restaurants to indicate 

for their clients how much wine their carafes contain. 

(4) A blacklist of traders with a history of dishonesty may be prepared, on 

computer, so that local authorities can check and prevent such people touring 

the country, defrauding people with fly-by-night businesses as they go. 
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(5) A new edition of the voluntary British Code of Advertising ?ractice has 

been published recently. The new version is very much more detailed and 

appreciably more restrictive than the last. 

International Oil Situation 

J:.Ir Simonet, Vice-President of the European Commission said at a press conf'erence 

that the threat of further production cuts in the face of the efforts of 

consumer countries to save oil, and the price increases and higher taxes 

announced by the oil-exporting countries, are all sigrs of a further aggravation 

of the international oil situation which the European Community must not face 

in disarrey. r~Ir Simonet feels that the Community should act on several fronts. 

In particular, the nine Member States should meet for consultations next month 

before passing the latest oil price increases on to their national raarkets. 

The Community tt1ill have to make greater efforts to cooperate with oil-producing 

countries, and cooperate with other consumer countries to prevent mutual 

out bidding. 

Production Costs and Consumer Prices 

It is lrnown that during the recent crisis on the beef and veal market lower 

production costs often did not lead to correspondingly low consumer prices. 

In reply to a question on this matter by a member of the European Parliament, 

the Commission called attention to the fact that the Commu~ity's policy on 

prices and markets does not generally cover processing and distribution margins 

for agricultural products. It is for Member states to ensure that these margins 

remain within normal limits and that, as a result, variations in production 

prices are reflected at the consumer stage. The Commission is closely following 

the efforts made in this field and attaches great importance both to the 

rationalization of distribution networks and to consumer protection measures. 
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Housing of Migrant 1•Jorkers 

To\'lrards the end of 197 5 the European Commission hopes to be able to forward 

to the Council of Ministers the results of a pilot survey on the housing 

conditions of migrant workers which it ordered. A group of sociologists 

from the nine Member states has just completed a preliminary study for a 

questionnaire v1hich will be tested in the actual survey. 

Trade Unions Consulted on Energy Situation 

On 30 September and 1 October last representatives of the European Commission 

and the European Trade Union Confederation met in Brussels to discuss proposals 

on energy being d.ravm up by the Commission. These are a medium-term study on 

electricity, uranium supplies for the Community, and the organization of the 

oil market (price fixing, control of imports and exports by oil companies, etc.). 

The Commission regularly arranges such meetings. On 15 and 17 October it will 

organize a colloquium in Liege, to be attended by representatives of trade unions 

from the energy sector. llfr Simonet, Vice-President of the Commission \t~ith 

special responsibility for energy problems, will preside over this colloquium 

during which the Community's energy policy, the energy savings rendered necessar,y 

by oil price increases, and the organization of the oil market on a CommUidty 

basis will be discussed. 

Mutual Recognition of Dinlomas and Qualifications 

In order to finalize Community procedure for the mutual recognition of diploiDB,s 

and qualifications, the Commission has forwarded several proposals for directives 

to the Council of Ministers. These proposals, particularly those concerning 

freedom of establishment for doctors, pharmaceutists and architects, are 
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currently being discussed by the Council, ~1hose resolution of last Jlllle 

(see I&S No 23/74), which contains the general principles for the mutual 

recognition of diplomas and qualifications, should speed up the adoption of 

the above proposals for directives. This resolution stressed that the 

difficulties in establishing a system of equivalence for diplomas and the 

like arose mainly from training methods, but that final qualifications which 

give the right to practise a profession were usually comparable. The time 

has now come to draw up a list of diplomas which could be mutually recognized 

and to establish consultative committees whose responsibilities, composition 

and numbers have yet to be decided. 

Civilization and Environment 

The aims of the new Confederation for Civilization and the Environment are 

to help draw up a genuine policy for the environment and quality of life and 

to define the importance of these concerns in the general policies of France. 

This bo~ is now by far the most important French organization for the 

preservation of natu~al amenities since it has 500 000 members dra~m from five 

nature conservancy (associations - l'Institut d'ecologie appliquee (Institute 

of applied ecology), la Federation franyaise des societes de protection de la 

nature (French federation of societies for the protection of nature), la 

~d~ration des associations de sauvegarde de l'environnement ~Paris et en 

Ile de France (the federation of associations for conserving the environment 

of Paris and the Ile de France), l'Union des associations de sauvegarde de 

l 'Ouest parisien (Union of associations for conserving the \·•Jest of Paris), le 

Centre d'etudes internationales pour la preservation de la vie et la protection 

de la :nature (international study centre for the preservation of life and 

nature conservancy) • 
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Fish Reserves Threatened by Undervrater Fishing 

In its reply to a written question by a member of the European Parliament 

on the threat to fish reserves posed by u:ncle:nv-ater fishing, the European 

Commission states that the shri~~ing of fish stocks is due to overfishing 

b;>r the vmrlds' fishing fleets and not to a small nwnber of underwater 

fishermen using what vras really rudimentary equipment. HoHever, it is correct 

that some international nature conservancy organizations are campaigning for 

the protection of a number of marine species threatened with extinction now 

hunted by underwater fishermen. Some I~ember states have banned undervm.ter 

fishing near seaside resorts, largely for safety reasons. In some cases they 

have also banned the use of breathing apparatus (compressed air cylinders) 

by persons engaged in this sport. 
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A Telecommunications Common Market 

Europe needs a common market for telecommunications. 

Na.:rJJr hundreds or, rather, many thousands of telephone calls are made every 

day between Paris and London, Copenhagen and milan, the Hague and Brussels. 

At any rate, the number is growing since international telephone traffic is 

increasing by 20)~ a year. Equipment is becoming more and more sophisticated; 

there are more and more receivers. There is no need to emphasize the growing 

importance of the t€lephone in the life of Europeans, nor the considerable 

:rrvestments the public authorities (and therefore, by definition, the taxpeyer) 

have to make in order to improve the telecommunications networks. In 1972 the 

telecommunications departments of the Nine invested about 4 thousand million 

units of account ( 1 u.a. = about USS 1) in ne\-1 equipment in order to keep up 

with the constantly grm·ri:ng demand for these services - e.g., telephone, 

telegrarnmes, telex. In about ten years' time the telecommunications will no 

doubt be of prime importance in the field of education, in legal and medical 

services, in busi11ess managemerrt, in industry, and even in d~-to-da~ living, 

thanks to the development of remote data processing- e.g., mini-computers, 

video telephones, satellites. 

All this nm...r equipment will require considerable investment and the perfecting 

of more and more complex systems. Supplies for the telecommunications system 

already represent one of the most important items on the public authorities 

shopping list (together with railw~s and infrastructures). Every European 

country has established a telecommunications network in accordance with standards 

which vary greatly from one country to another, i.e., telephone switchboards, 

cables, receivers, electronic signals differ from each other both as regards 

systems and equipment. The result is that international trade in telecommunications 

equipment is limited considerably. In 1972 intra-Community trade in this equipment 

represented only 5~:.~ of public or private purchasing. Manufacturers who are 

established or operate in a given country specialize in supplying equipment 

designed in accordance with the requirements of their national administrations. 
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Only the small countries cover part, and in some cases a large part, of their 

requirements through foreign suppliers, v-rhich proves that international 

purchases are possible a..nd compatible vJith efficient service. 

The creation of a "telecommunications common market" would help to ensure true 

and fruitful competition between the various European manufacturers of all 

types of equipment. To extend public contracts in this r...Jay would mean a 

reduction in price and improvement in the quality of equipment, and closer 

cooper at ion between tele communi cat ions administrations in the provision of 

services, and significant progress could thus be made with regard to the cost 

and quality of a key element in European life. But is it possible to break 

down the Community barriers in this field? The departments of the European 

Commission, in cooperation ·w-ith the national telegraph and telephone departments, 

have gone into the question of whether, in the interest of millions of European 

users of the telephone and other telecommunications systems, and taking into 

account the economic and technological realities in the field of telecommunications, 

it is possible to open public contracts in the sector. The Commission's departments 

have just forwarded to a spe:cialist group of the Council of I~inisters of the 

Community a report stating their conclusions. According to this report, it 

would appear that in the short-term it would be difficult to bring about 

competition between Europear1 manufactures of telecommunications equipment in 

viev.r of the too wide technological divergences between existing systems and 

acqv.ired habits, etc. Howeve~r, it appears that some supplies are already 

adaptable to different systems and could be marketed in several European countries. 

In this report the Commission's services stress the need to think ahead on the 

future of development of telecommunications linked with the progress of 

information processing. It should be possible for European countries to draw 

up a corporate plan now so that vJi thin this framework they could progressively 

plan their networks without, however, being expected to transform these at a 

stroke. In the long run such harmonization will have to be carried out, so that 

the economic and technological frontiers are gradually removed and Europe can 

begin to set up a new electronic infrastructure which, in a few years, is likely 

to have a profound effect on the life of all Europeans. 
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Role of the European Trade Union Confederation 

The trade unions have organized themselves at European level. 

Currently 36 million Elrropean tra<le unionists are represented vlith the European 

Community, in Brussels, by a single organization, the European Trade Union 

Confederation which has this year completed the integration of the various 

trade union movements of the Europe of the Nine. Thus, vis-a-vis the European 

Commission, which systematically consults them before drawing up the proposals 

marking the stages of European integration, the trade unions can speak with 

one voice to defend t.he interests of the v-wrkers of the Nine. It is true t:1at 

the democratic trade unions of Europe have from the start played an active and 

often vital part in building Europe. Bu~ their representation in Brussels had 

remained fragmented, reflecting the ttvo main currents which run through European 

trade unionism. 

The ICF'IU 

In 19_58 the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFID), the world 

bo~ for socialist trade union orgax.Qzations, set up a Secretariat General in 

Brussels to represent trade unions of this persuasion in the six founder members 

of the ~uropean Community. !j~Jhen the United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland and Norvm.y 

requested accession to the Community, the ICFTU members of the six founder 

countries of the Community stepped up their cooperation and proceeded with a 

complete reform of their European trade union structure with the aim of better 

organizing their activities vis-a-vis the Community Institutions and multinational 

companies. 

The IFDTU 

In the meantime the organization representing the other major trend in European 

trade unionism, the International Federation of Christian Trade Unions (I}~TU) 

t·lhich, in October 1968, became the 1·Jorld Confederation of Labour (viCL) had set 

up a European orga11ization (~U.ropean Organisation of the ~~!CL) to fulfil the needs 

of Continental trade unionism. But European trade unionism remained a second 

priority during this first phase of the J1liropean Organisation of the ~vCL. 
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The congress held in Brussels in 1969 by the European Organisation of the HCL 

marked a decisive stage along the road to European trade unionism for the ~'JCL. 

Like the ICFTU, the Christian Trade Unions took this opportunity to give 

themselves a European structure. In particular, they agreed on concerted 

union action with the ICFTU and on reinforcing union action within the frameHork 

of the European Community. 

Copenhagen congress and unity of the European trade unions 

Several conferences vrere held in 1971 and 1972 before a statute was adopted 

in Brussels on 9 February 1973 which created a ~Uropean Trade Union Confederation. 

Through the organizations listed below this 1Pederation at that time represented 

29 million members: 

th'3 FDTB in Belgium; 

the LO in Der.illlark; 

the DGB in Germany; 

the CGT-FO in France; 

the Alt~du in Iceland; 

the CISL and UIL in Italy; 

the CGT in Luxembourg; 

the NKV in the Netherlands; 

the 10 in Norwczy-; 

the OGB in Austria; 

the SGB in St·ri t zer land; 

the T-JVK in Finland; 

the TCO and LO in Sweden; 

the TUC in United Kingdom; 

the Union General de los Trabajadores in Spain. 

The two European trade union movements culminated in a special co~crress held 

by the European Trade Union Confederation in Copenhagen from 23 to 26 1.1ay 1974 

• 
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at 1-rhich the trade union movements were integrated. into a single organization, 

the Es'uropean Trade Union Confederation. The Congress ratified the membership 

of the following 12 organizations: 

the Belgian C 3C; 

the Danish FDT; 

the Spanish STB; 

the French CFDT; 

the Luxembourg LCGB; 

the Maltese G1v1J; 

the Dutch NKV and ClJ\T; 

the St-riss CGS and SVEA; 

the li'innish SAK; 

the Irish ICTU. 

This brought total membership of the European Trade Union Confederation up to 

33 million and the total number of member organizations to 29. 

Finally, on 7 July 1974, the Italian organization, CGIL (3.5 million members), 

vrhich is a member of the Prague itlorld Federation of Trade Unions, was accepted, 

bringing total membership of the ~uropean Trade Union Confederation to 36 million. 

Thus e~larged, the Confederation is to develop its activities along four 

main lines: 

(i) the fight against inflation; 

(ii) the control of multinational companies; 

(iii) the extension of t-rorkers' rights and representation at all levels; 

(iv) the solving of the energy crisis (this point cr,ystallizes all Europe's 

present problerns and at the same time poses in all their magnitude the 

problems of the Third World). 
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As they are officially represented in their own right in the Co~uunity 

Institutions, particularly the European Economic and Social Committee, and 

as they are united at European level in the European Trade Union Confederation, 

the trade union organizations of the member countries of the European Community 

are noN in a position to exercise their responsibilities in Brussels vis-ct--vis 

the nascent European public authority. 

\ .. 




